
Duels of 
Cartisora

“Have you ever gotten to your gaming session on time and 
found out that, surprise surprise, the other players are 
LATE?  Do you have a few minutes to kill while your GM is 
in the bathroom?  This shotgun card game is quick to set 
up and easy to play, making it the perfect ‘what are we 
gonna do for the next 5 minutes’ solution.”

Created by: Jeremy Moshe and Adam Tozer
© 2017 by Moshe-Tozer Games



Areas of Play

Opponent’s
Score Pile
Cards your

 opponent won
(Face Down)

Your
Score Pile

Cards you won
(Face Down)

Opponent’s Hand

A

Your Hand

Take 1 Character Deck 
each as your hand.

Review your and your 
opponent’s Reference Cards

Play Area
Where cards 
are played

Setup

Game is for 
2 players”You enter into the pits of Cartisora with great 

trepidation.  Your opponent is standing opposite you on the 
far side of the great sandy expanse, weapons brandished 
and brow furrowed.  He looks like a worthy opponent—but 
you don’t let your admiration show.  You pull out your own 
weapon and let out a vicious, snarling cry.  Only one of you 
will leave these pits alive and that one will be you.”

Tie Pool
Tied cards 

go here



How to Play

1. Both players 
Ready a card 
Face Down.

2. When both 
players are ready, 
Reveal the cards.

Win: All cards in play 
and in the Tie Pool 
go to your Score Pile

Lose: All cards in play 
and in the Tie Pool go 
to your Opponent’s 
Score Pile

Tie: All cards 
in play go to 
the Tie Pool.

Optional: 
Play a Reaction.    

Refer to p.7

+1

x2

3. Determine the 
round’s Result.

On 
Loss

Optional: 
Play a Maneuver.

Refer to p.8

On Win



Compare cards as follows

vs

  Overpower:
Higher Power Wins!
“Power overwhelms the weak!”

vs vs

  Undercut:
Exactly 1 Lower Wins!
       “Timing is Everything!”

  Tie:
Equal Powers Tie
“Your weapons lock together!”

A vs

  Special Contest:
Follow instructions on 
the card
       “Superior Tactics!”



R

Reactions

vs

You get +1

vs

Lose

After cards are revealed you can play a reaction card to 
change the result of the current contest.  The reaction card 
is resolved with the rest of the cards this round.

Maneuvers

Mvs

Do StuffLose

Next 
Round

After a contest is resolved you can play a Maneuver for a 
special effect.  Maneuvers don’t change the result of the 
current contest.

+1

Win

Affect the current contest Occur after a contest



B

F

F

Bonus Points

Finisher - 2 Points
If a player wins the last contest they get this token

First Blood - 2 Points
The first player to win a contest gets this token

Boast Card - 2 Points
Every player has one Boast Card worth 2 points 
instead of the regular 1.

Score Pile

= 1 point 
per card

Ending the Game

When all cards are played, the match is over.
Your score is the Number of Cards in your Score Pile 

plus Bonus Points.  Highest Score wins!

If you have time, consider playing best of 3 or best of 5 with 
the same or different decks.



-10

vs

Leftover Cards
If one player runs out of cards before the 
other, all remaining cards go to the 
opposing Score Pile.

Ready Face Up
If a card must be readied face up it cannot 
be exchanged willingly for another card.

Negative Power
If both attacks’ powers are 0 or less, the 
round is nullified; both players’ action cards 
go into their respective score piles.

Reaction or Maneuver played Normally
If played normally for any reason your power is 
0 and the card’s normal effect doesn’t occur.

vs

Tie on Last Round
Cards in play and in the Tie Pool are not 
counted towards anybody’s score.

A 0
Unfulfilled Condition

If you play a special contest and the 
condition is unfulfilled,your power is 0.

M 0

Appendix I: 
Special Circumstances

Appendix I: 
Special Circumstances



Appendix II: 
Draft Mode

1 2

4 3

5 6

Player 1 Player 2

vs

vs

vs

Play 3 matches with 3 different decks each.  Choose decks in 
the order listed.  Decks must be played in the order chosen.

X X

Player 1 Player 2

If more than 6 decks are available (ie. 
using expansion packs) each player 
bans one deck before selection starts, 
starting with Player 1.

Appendix III:
Tag Team (4-Player)

1 1 2 2vs

Split into teams of 2.

1 2vs

Choose 2 players to start

1 T

Tag in as a Reaction

Enemy scores 
your ‘Tag’ card.

Return your 
partner’s card to 
their hand, replace 
with a card of your 
choice

2vs1
Swap Active 
Players

Swap active players if 
you run out of cards

Each player gets 3 Tag Cards

T x3

Each team can only tag once per round


